second impulse. The current in this shunt will be found to travel in alte nate directions; not so that on the electromagnet.
When the armature is discharging its current into the electromagnet the current in the shunt is in the direction it would have if the shut were in circuit solely with the armature.
When the armature is changing poles and is disconnected, the secondar current is in full play, and the current in the shunt is in the direction the current prolonged in the electromagnet, that is, of the extra current.
The force expended in the shunt is wasted in h e a t; but a secondary wii on the electromagnet or a copper cylinder would very greatly add to tl, power by maintaining the magaetism, and not consume uselessly the fori now wasted in the shunt.
The overlapping of the armature and the solid mass of the electron^ nets tends to maintain imperfectly the magnetism during the intervals c :e armatures is wound about ten yards of No.. 14 copper wire cottonvered. The current generated in one of the armatures is always in con-;xion with the electro-magnets; and the current from the second arma-:re, being perfectly free, can be used for any purpose for which it may be quired. The machine is altogether rudely constructed, and is only innded to illustrate the principle; but with this small machine three inches platinum wire *01 can be made incandescent.
